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'SAY UNCLE': Graphic
torture and gore attracts
some viewers to 'Hostel,'
sends others running for
the restroom; PAGE 7

toft
independent student press

WARM ENOUGH

Transfers less involved
Students who enter in
middle of academic
careers not as active
By Megan Schmidt
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Cassandra lanni was heavily involved with the College
Democrats when she was a student at the University of Toledo,
but she isn't a member of the
BGSU chapter.
lanni, a sophomore, attended
UT her freshman year and transferred to the University last fall.
Since becoming a student here,
she hasn't yet made the effort to
rejoin the organization.
Even though Iannis main reason for changing schools was
that she felt the University had
more to offer than UT, she said
being a transfer student makes it
tough jumping into new classes,
a new campus and new clubs
and activities all at once.
lanni said that if she had
come to the University as a
freshman instead of a sophomore, she would definitely be
more involved.
"I'd be doing more than I am
now,'' she said. "I'd probably be
in a couple more clubs and my
interests would probably be more
spread out."
The National Survey ol Student

Engagement annual report
shows that when it comes to
joining campus organizations
and activities, many transfer
students feel just like lanni. The
survey revealed that 35 percent
of them participate in co-curricular activities, compared to 66
percent of non-transfer students.
Transfer students were also less
inclined to "believe the campus
emphasizes attendance at campus events and activities."
Matt Barone, graduate assistant for Student Organization
Services, said that those numbers sounded about accurate for
the percent of transfer students
involved in co-curricular clubs at
the University — and there could
be a few reasons for the trend.
"I think a lot of transfer students are intent on getting their
degree finished," he said. "They
focus on the classroom and completing their work and don't have
as much time to join organizations on campus They also don't
seem to see as many opportunities for themselves coming
in during dieir second or third
year that some of the first-year
students do."
Though lanni lives on campus, many transfer students may
feel excluded from campus life
because, according to the NSSE
study, they are more likely to

HERE AT BGSU
■ Of the 722 transfer students
accepted for the fall semester
of 2005,63 percent are commuters.
■ Average age of a University
transfer student is 23.
■ The annual "Get Involved
Fair" will be held in the Union
Ballroom on Jan. 26.

NATIONAL SURVEY
Thirty-five percent of transfer
students participated in activities, compared to 66 percent of
non-transfers Percentages at
BGSU are said to be similar.

drive to campus.
Of the 772 transfer students
the University accepted for the
fall 2005 semester. 63 percent
arc commuters.
Transfer students are also more
likely to be older than their peers
— the average age of a transfer

student at the university is 23

— and to have an off-campus
job. Such factors could discourage them from spending more
time on campus — and attending organization meetings and
functions
TRANSFERS,PAGE 2

State funding could go if
gays forced on military

*
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PatOorsman BGNews
THROW IT GOOD: Junior Kyle Hood takes advantage of the warm January day by playing a round
of disc golf at the city park on Campbell Hill Road with some friends.

If you come, they won't build
Numbers at meeting
on zoning a factor in
killing parking lot plan
By Dan Myers
REPORFfR

A lol whan a historic house and
several 100-year-old trees stood
at the comer of North Church
and West Court streets is now just
a sandy, barren tract—still.
The plot was razed in August to
make way for a new parking lot for
the Wood County District Public
Library, located across the street,
but a re vi iiliiig request needed to
be made before asphalt could be

laid down.

That rezoning request was
withdrawn by the lot's owner,
attorney Robert Maurer. according to documents available at the
Wood County Courthouse.
The letter addressed to City
Council, dated Nov. 29, requests
a withdrawal on behalf of both
Maurer and the library, saying, "we feel any further hearings would not be beneficial
and/or productive."
It goes on to ask for a cancellation of a Dec 5 Council hearing
that would haw considered the
rezoning request.
Maurer was apparently

prompted to withdraw by the
library itself.
According to a letter sent to the
mayorsofficefromScottMcEwen,
president of the library's board of
trustees, the board requested die
rezoning application be retracted
because "diis matter lias become
a source of controversy in
our community."
Though the board wanted to
stop pursuing the rezoning, it
couldn't actually do so because
only die landowner — Maurer
—can make that request.
TTierityPlanningCommission,
HOLE, PAGE 2

By Jacqueline Rabe
RIPORUB

The Pentagon's policy on homosexuals in the military hasn't
influenced BGSU to stop military
recruitment efforts.
If the University were to discontinue recruitment, then
federal and state funding could
be at risk because the Solomon
Amendment of 1994 imposes
an end to most federal aid for
state colleges ili.u ban military
recruiters, or deprives these
recruiters the same access as any
other recruiter.
So the question is, should
colleges who refuse recruitment because they believe the
Pentagon discriminates against
gays lose federal funding?
Randall Fletcher.captainoffield
artillery in the University's ROTC
program, said the University
doesn't consider banning recruiters soley on the military's policy
on homosexuality.

"If it is a private school they
have a right to ban recruitment
because of the military's homosexual policies," Fletcher said.
"But BGSU being a state school,
they don't have dial right because
they must comply with the
regulations."
The current regulations forbid sodomy of any sort, whether consensual or by force. The
Manual for Court-martial for
United States defines sodomy
as unnatural sexual intercourse
with the same sex, with an animal or with a child. The maximum punishments for sodomy
include imprisonment for life,
forfeiture of pay and dishonorable discharge.
For those in the military who
are homosexuals, sodomy is
still considered illegal — even if
it's consensual. To help protect
homosexuals' right to be in the
military, Bill Clinton adopted
the D0D — "Don't ask. don't tell,

don't pursue" — policy in 1994.
Under this policy, homosexuals are permitted in the military
as long as they don't violate rules
against homosexual acts, and
don't announce themselves as
being gay.
"If they make it known then
we have policies we must followon what to do," Fletcher said. "It
doesn't matter whether I agree
or disagree witli these policies,
I'm just here to enforce these
policies."
These policies are meant to
protect the homosexual soldier
as well, according to a August
1999 report from ARNews, a publication of the U.S. Army.
Afttf Fort Campbell. Ky, Pfc.
Barry Winchell — who was
reportedly gay — was beaten
to death by a baseball bat, the
military increased training on die
sodomy policy to soldiers, comRECRUITS.PAGE2

Do re mi fa sizzo lizzal dizzo — hip hop violin coming to Kobacker Hall
By Cassandra Stvofar
REPORTER

The delicate, fluid curves of a
violin, the glide of rosin on its
bow and the smooth sound of
vibrating strings is often associated with classical music.
But three contemporary musicians know how to jam on
those strings.
The musical trio "Time for
Three," use their classical instruments to play anything from
bluegrass and country/western
to jazz, funk, and their own interpretations of Bach.
Playing tonight in Kobacker
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center, the trio is part of the
College of Musical Arts' Festival
Series and Deborah Flcitz, director of public events at the College

of Musical Arts, is deeply excited
to have them perform.
"I've heard great things about
them... they are highly regarded in
the music worid" she said. "They
play traditional instruments but
not traditional music."
The trio includes violinists
Zachary De Pue and Nicolas
Kendall, and double bassist
Ranaan Meyer.
Fleitz, who booked the group
almost a year ago, believes that
with the variety of music they
play, the energy and enthusiasm
they bring and with youthfulness
on their side, this trio will appeal
to a broad scope of people.
"They're all in their mid-20s,"
she said. "They can really relate to
the average college student."
De Pue, a Bowling Green

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

native, took a few music lessons
at the University, and his father
taught Composition and Theory
for 35 years at BGSU.
He's excited to have their
group debut here on campus, and thinks he can relate to
the students.
"|l likel seeing people that are
almost the same age las me|. living their dreams, and not afraid
to try to live them," De Pue said.
"We're not much older and are
just trying to use the tools we
have to express ourselves, to
open ourselves up."
"Time for Three" not only contributes three distinct personalities to their music, but three distinct sounds as well.
De Pue explained how he
brings a blue grass Appalachian

sound to the music, that Meyer
offers a jazz sound, and Kendall
uses his percussion to emanate a
bit of hip hop sound as well.
"|Kcndall| picks up trash cans
on the street and will just rock
out," De Pue said with a laugh.
The Dave Matthews Band
helped get past the stereotype
associated with classical instruments, added De Pue.
"These instruments, a couple
of years ago, were thought of as
Ijustl classical instruments," he
said. "The Dave Matthews Band
opened a door."
The three musicians met at
the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia, where playing
together for fun turned into playTUMES. PAGE 2

,
Photo Provided
TEAR INTO IT: (From left) Violinist Zachary De Pue. bassist Ranaan
Meyer, and violinist Nick Kendall make up Time For Three.
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Eclectic group visits
TUNES. FROM PAGE 1

i in; for .in audience on lour.
"Hburingl was and still is a
very organic process, it's word of
mouth." IX' I'M- said. "We play
one gig at a lime."
IX" Put" said Uiat when they
all met. slowly but surely, the
three began to play more and
mure together.
"Than all of a sudden, we're
playing with the Philadelphia
Orchestra.1' he added.
Staying "young and fresh"
and relating to their audience
are two main goals of the trio.
I)e I*iic said.
"|Wc wantl. as much as possible, to connect with a vast
amount of [K'ople," he said. "To
connect on an emotional level
of excitement.''
Andwithasotindthat'spcgged

as "quite rare," 'Time for Three'
is one of those special groups
that's tough to place a label on,
said manager Brie Amada.
"I usually tell my clients and
Mends that all they need to do
is trust me and listen for themselves for five minutes ... 'Time
For Three' has never failed to
leave them awestruck,'' he said.
Amada, who met the trio
in 2004 while going to sec
a new client at a concert in
Philadelphia, also found the link
between their instruments and
music unique.
"Don't let their instruments
fool you, 'Time for Three" isn't
your parent's chamber music,''
Amada said. "|They| constantly
keep their audiences enthralled
by unveiling layers upon layers
of theirpersonaliticsand diverse
musical interests."

Council votes down lot
HOLE, FROM PAGE 1

which lix>ks at all zoning issues
before they reach City Council.
held a public hearing November.
The Maurer property was one of
the issues discussed.
lohfl Zanfeldlno, Ward 2 City
(bum il representative, said about
70 people went to the hearing held
at the community center.
At that hearing the Planning
(bnuntaakxi unanimously decided not to recommend passage of
the rezoning to City Council.

"They spoke of it not being
consistent with the master plan,
but they really didn't elaborate,"
Zanfardino said.
"The community was just
shocked because they woke up to
the sound of bulldozers," he said.
Ken laylor, senior planner for
the city, said yesterday he's seen no
new plans to rezone the property.
Meanwhile, the lot remains
unused and barren, aside from
a pair of outdated signs. Neither
Maurer nor MiiXvcn were available for comment at press time.

Getting involved may just take initiative
TRANSFERS. FROM PAGE 1

But Barone thinks that the
lack of transfer students involved
in organizations may rest on
the fact that many clubs aren't
focused enough on recruiting
members year-round.
"The advice we give organizations is that they should continue recruiting throughout
the year, not just in the fall," he
said, "Organizations are more
successful when they listen to
that advice.'
Barone also said that groups
interested in increasing membership should recruit heavily
at the beginning of the spring
semester, because many transfer
students arrive halfway through
the academic year.
lack Pence, vice president
of the University Activities

Organization and director of
recruitment, said UAO recruits
members primarily in the fall.
"We generally are trying to
reach out to hit the freshmen,"
he said.
Alex Fullenkamp, a member of
UAO's board of directors, agreed
that transfer students may miss
out on the opportunity to join
simply because of UAO's strategies.
"We go mostly to entry-level
classes, 100-level classes to
recruit, where there are mostly
freshmen," he said.
But Pence and Fullenkamp
both said UAO frequently plans
events, and tries to expose the
organization to all students.
"We hold open events, open
houses. We invite people to the
pub for events," Fullenkamp
said. "We use different ways of

reaching different people, such
as through listprocs, but we
mostly just publicize to the entire
student body. We don't publicize
to any particular group."
Barone said that the Office of
Campus Involvement is planning its annual Get Involved
fair in the Union Ballroom on
Jan. 26, which he compared to a
smaller-scale version of Campus
Fest, held in the fall.
"It's a good opportunity to
learn about different organizations and meet students halfway," he said.
Yet some transfer students find
they don't need anyone to push
them to join clubs and activities
when they arrive to campus.
Lisa Graf, sophomore, transferred to the University from
Owens Community College last
fall and has since been involved

with USG, LSU and Vision.
"I just kind of stumbled upon
them," Graf said of joining the
organizations. "I didn't know
anyone and I knew if I wanted
to get to know people, I'd have to
join things."
Graf said because Owens didn't
offer many extracurricular activities, she was eager to become
active in multiple organizations
at BGSU, and doesn't think being
a transfer student discouraged
her involvement at all
Barone agreed that no student,
transfer or non-transfer, should
feel afraid to get involved.
"It's important for students to
realize that our office doors are
always open, and that transfer
students are welcome to stop by
and offer ideas about what they
think will work best for them,"
he said.

BGNEWS
Military's sodomy policy debated CORRECTIONS
RECRUITS, FROM PAGE 1

manders and supervisors.
While Fletcher understands
the military's policies, he said
he's never known of a consensual homosexual case being
Coun-martialed.
But some argue the result
of "don't ask, don't tell" is
discrimination.
The fact that soldiers can't
come out with their sexual preference is unfair, said Mamie

Wright

Pratt, a graduate assistant in the
women studies department.
"This keeps people closeted
so they wonl be dishonorably
discharged," she said.
And the fact that sodomy is
illegal in the military is ridiculous,
according to PhilTerrie, professor
of american culture studies.
"The army shouldn't be telling
people what to do with their sex
lives," he said. "There's evidence
that the Roman army engaged
in homosexual acts but no one
cared, and they still managed to

take over the known world."
While the military does have
a sodomy policy, Ohio doesn't.
Rodney Fleming, an attorney for
Student Legal Services, said that
while other states might have
laws against sodomy they aren't
commonly enforced, and he's
never heard of a case where two
consenting adults were convicted on sodomy charges.
"It seems if a law did exist banning sodomy it would be an invasion of privacy which is a constitutional right." Fleming said.

Errors found in
Wednesday stories
In Wednesday's issue of The
BG News, Angela Nelson, chair
of the pop culture department,
was incorrectly referred to as
"Angela Motz," in the article
"Oh my God, theyte educational." The issue also included an incorrect address of the
Bowling Green Convention
and Visitors Bureau office,
located at 119 E. Court St.

Join America's #1 Student Tour Operator
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, FLORIDA

Tire & Auto LLC

Don't Be Left Behind!

Book Today!

FULL SERVICE
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR

Call for group discounts

AAA ROADSIDE
ASSISTANCE

2025 Victory Lane
Bowling Green, OH

419-352-0387

24 HOUR TOWING

SERVICE HOURS: MON 8-7, TUES-FRI 8-5

STUuENT
TRAVEL
SERVICES

1 -800-648-4849 / www.ststravel.com
>L_fc
RITSTOP JmtSama.

iBiuuuuma.

^ We honor ALL competitor coupons
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TIRE SAVINGS!-

When; Sunday Oan 22-. 6:00 p.m. - BOO p.m.

Where: The Grand Ballroom of the Bowen Thompson. Student Union

111

BRAKES

H MECHANICAL §

0IL

CHANGE

COME ENJOY TRADITIONAL CHINESE FOOD
AND PERFORMANCES!
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Tickets: { *tt.00 per person, on sale January 11* - January 13 and
\ January 16th - January 19th. from 11:140 am. to 1:30 p.m.
in the Main Lobby of Bowen Thompson Student Union

SPONSORED BY: CHINESE STUDENTS * SCHOLARS ASSOCIATION AND PEPSI COLA

~Trj:H--ti.U:iw

A10%

Chassis Ink*
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FBK
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Find More Coupons B thetircman.com

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
Start the Semester off with a BANG at the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. Check out our upcoming programs.
January 17th - How 2 Workshops: Pilates <a> 6
pm and Yoga @ 7pm. Sign up at the Info. Center
January 18th - Wednesdays in the Pub:
Live musician Francisco Rojas @ 8 pm
January 21at - Saturdays in the Pub:

kar&okQ niabt; Karaoke with Mikey D @ 8 pm

and don't forget to check out our FREE movies - shown at 6:30 pm
on Fridays in the Student Union Theater!
For more information on these and other Student Union programs, check out
our website at www.hasu.edu/union
Presented by the

■ OWIM-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

$100 off Deposit
This week only

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

CAMPUS
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get a College degree not essential

life

Cambridge group
reveals promising
career opportunities

calendar of events

By Banks Much
111

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
53rd Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition
This exhibition presents work in a
wide range of media by faculty and
staff members of the School of Art.
Fine Arts Center - Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery

WASHINGTON — Some jobs
pay living wages, are in fastgrowing fields, have lots of
openings and don't require
bachelor's degrees.
Most of them aren't glamorous, but they won't be offshored anytime soon.
"A lot of these industries are
having difficulty finding reliable workers with the skills
they require." agency official
lerry Rubin said.
His group winnowed Bureau
of I aboi Statistics data for
725 job categories to find the
best shots.
Its report, "The Right lobs,"
profiles these winners:

11 a.m.-4 p.m.
8lood Bowl Info BGSU American
Red Cross Chapter
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -5 p.m.
Angelic Affair Ticket Sales
Kingdom M'Powerment
Union Lobby

■ Registered nurse.Income
range: $40,100 to $57,500.
Projected annual openings:
110,119. Education: associate
degree in nursing.

630 p.m.
"Wedding Crashers" - Free movie
Also showing at 9:30 p.m.
Union Theater

■ Licensed practical
nurse/licensed vocational
nurse.
Income range: $26,400
to $37,000. Projected
annual openings: 29,480.
Education:
llth-grade

8 p.m.
Festival Series: Time for Three
Tickets are $18, $26 & $34. Call
the box office at (419) 372-8171.
Moore Musical Arts Center

-<&• •& -& ■& -4*. -<&- -<&• ■&■ -<&•
YOCA

PiLATES MAT... PILATES REFORMER...

in a relaxing and well-appointed
studio setting

balance

^Quest

FEATURE OF THE

MONTH:
Thai Yoga Therapy

15% OFF
FOR NIW CLIENTS
WITH THIS AD
Expires 1/31/06

322 North Grove Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

■ Computer support specialist. Includes help-desk support,
personal-computer techni■ Customer-service repre- cian, network administrator
sentative.
and Web site development
Income range: $20,960 10 and maintenance.
$33,540. Projected openings:
Income range: $29,760 to
74,137. Education:
$51,680. Projected
high school or colopenings: 21,579.
"A
lot
of
these
lege plus trainEducation: Entrying
provided
level jobs are availindustries
by
employers.
without much
are having able
Communication
formal training, but
skills matter.
difficulty vocational-school
■ Car/truck
certifications
finding
mechanic.
and degrees help
Income projectreliable
win promotions.
ed: Car. $22,080
Note: Network
workers
with
to $41,270: truck,
administrators
$27,310 to $42,730.
the skills
are paid the best.
Projected annual thev rpouire " "e|P-desk support
iney
require.
jobs are (he easjcsI
openings: auto,
31,887:
truck,
to land.
10,655. Education:
JERRY RUBEN,
■ Building trades.
high
school.
AGENCY OFFICIAL
'Carpenter, electriTraining for those
cian, plumber.)
without
high
Income range:
school auto-shop experi- Carpenter, $26,180 to $45,560;
ence lasts six months to two electrician, $31,100 to $55,120;
years and costs $3,000 plumber, $30,540 to $53,820.
to $24,000.
Projected annual openings:
math and reading required for
admission to a 12-month academic training program.

carpenter, 31.917; electrician. 28.485; plumber, 20.511.
Education:
high
school.
Preapprentice training lasts 12
weeks; apprenticeship, three to
four years.
Note: Wages are 50 percent
higher in unionized jobs, but
they're tougher to get. A criminal record may be tolerated.
■ Commercial driver. (Heavy
trucks or buses.)
Income
range:
Truck,
$26,020 to $41,610; bus, $21,870
to $39,510. Projected annual
openings: truck, 62,517; bus,
25,000. Education: high school.
Training programs usually run
six to 12 months, federal law
requires interstate truckers to
be 21 or older.
Note: New federal regulations that limit daily driving
time are expected to yield
60.000 new jobs.
Many high schools and colleges aren't training for these
high-growth fields, according
to Rubin. Until then, community colleges will fill most of i he
gaps. "They are a tremendous

MyBGSU
to have a
new look

BG NEWS
B R I E F I NG
BC DEWS

MyBGSU updates
MyBCiSU's navigation and
layout will be updated on
Monday.
All services and features
will remain available but may
appear in a different location.
The improvements to the
portal include:
■ The MyCourses portlet
will appear on the Welcome
page.
Blackboard will be
directly on the Welcome page,
and the MyCourses tab will be
removed,
■ The Welcome page will
now have two columns and
no banner.
■ The Campus Updates,
Campus Events and Current
Weather portlets will be on the
bottom of the Welcome page.
. ■ The MyServices portlet
will move from the right to the
left column.
■ Global navigation at
the top will include links to
Blackboard and Feedback.
■ The screen resolution will
be optimized.

As of Jan. 16
all MyBGSU services
and features will remain
available; however,
they may appear in a
different location.

ii.H Yoga I IKT:I|)\ is .i svslem of bodvMorlt which combines
rhythmic palming, acupressure, assisted yoga stretching,
''" '»;.•"">, mill enorgt work.
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The chapter of
•AlpHa Cfii Omega
would like to congratulate the sisters who made the
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forTaff Stmtiter 2005:
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Andrea Austin
Callle Bender
Alison Burkhart
Kara Butler
Krlsten Cantrell
Kristel Clarke
Amy Conroy
Kaltlin Dahleen
Liz Fenske
Jamie Finelli
Ashley Harper
Kate Hoffman
Ashley Howard
Kate Kelty
Kristen Koebel

1

/

~^^kJ 1

Kersten Koloff
* 1
Katie Lackman
Christen Marcu
Emily Mowry
Michelle Papenfuss
Sarah Pechaltls
Lindsay Roadruck
Andrea Schmitz
Jen Steelman
Shelley Vandervort
Lauren Venzel
Vanessa Vltale
Lindsay Walbom
Caml Webster
Courtney Yun
Aubrl Zlmpfer
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MERCER MANOR
APARTMENTS
Ren/rni/e FOR

FAU

2006

1

3 BEDROOMS • 3 PEOPLE

$250/M0.

Per
Person

AMENITIES INCLUDE:
Fully Furnished
Dishwasher/Microwave
Air Conditioned
Gas Log Fireplaces
Lots of Parking
On Site Laundry
FREE WIRELESS!
Bowling Gre<

Hours:
Mon Fri 9am 5pm
n Ipm

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Further previews of the revised
layout are available at:

www.bgsu.edu/offfices/cio/
webdev/page 12663.html
Any questions or comments may be
directed to webdev@bgsu.edu

BGSU,

OFFICE OF THE CIO

Every portlet
is customizable
and removable by
each user—except
MyServices.
Global navigation
will include links
to Blackboard and
Feedback.
The screen resolution
will be optimized for
1024x768 pixels.
Campus Update,
Campus Events and
Current Weather
portlets will appear
at the bottom of the
Welcome page.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTEI Mtron:

www.Dgnews.com/opinion

"Many people will leave this hearing with
a question as to whether or not you could
be the deciding vote that would eliminate
the legality of abortion."
Sen. Dick IXirhin, D-11L to Judge Alito
(whniflf[|unfh*i.ii «ii I

STAKKKMTOMAI.

OPINION

Transfer students lost in crowd
Campus lest is the biggest event
that draw's new members to the
over 300 registered organizations
on campus,
They wage a virtual war of gimmicks and advertisements to get
their name out at the beginning
of the year.
They target wide-eyed freshman who are trying to find
their niche in the University
environment.
Freshman are then forced
to sift through me many brochures they accumulated from

Campus involvement is an
zations duck back into obscu- to the National Survey of Student
rity — until they resurface for Engagement BO accepted 772 essential part of college, and
transfer students for fall semester it's an important part in finding
Campus l-est.
How easy was it for you to get
What happens if you're look- — 63 percent of this population a career.
involved on campus? Send an EStudents and the University
ing for an organization to join commute to campus.
mail to thenews@bgnews.com
As commuters, transfer stu- can both benefit from increased
mid-year?
and tell us what you think, or
What if you're a transfer student? dents are further distanced from transfer student involvement
post feedback on our Web site.
on campus.
Transfer students encounter the University population.
The more persuasive arguThe Office of Campus
more obstacles than die typical
Involvement
should
rec- ment is that the University
donn-dwelling freshman.
They might find it hard to enter ognize and repair this gap can gain monetarily from
Campus lest and decide which
keeping transfer students on
into an already established group in engagement.
organizations to join.
Increasing transfer stu- campus longer.
The initial rush for new of friends.
Meetings would keep transmembers eventually dies down.
Adding to the stresses of being dent involvement would have
fer students on campus longer,
Eventually, many
organi- a transfer student — according many benefits.
YOU DECIDE

Democrats fire blanks at Alito

m

at Princeton and went to law
school at Yale. Alito was also a
member of the ROTC program at
Princeton until it was removed.
Opinion Columnist
He has a 15-year record as
a judge on the federal appeals
court. In those 15 years he has
Democrats aie at it again,
decided 4,000 cases and has
and this time its lodge
written 350 opinions.
Samuel Alito's confirmaDemocrats know tliat he is
tion hearings.
extremely qualified and that's why
\ou may have seen some of
they are attacking liis character.
the hearings on the news since
Alito has also answered about
this has been the biggest story
98 percent of his questions after
all week with non-stop coverage
die Tuesday hearing
of it.
If you still think that he us not
Alito is a Supreme (iiurt
qualified, then think again.
nominee working at trying to
Sen. Kennedy has been up to
get the justice spot that has been
his usual absurdity in claiming
held by Sandra Day O'Connor.
that Judge Alito was a member of
Democrats are worried because
a racist and sexist organization.
O'Connor was a swing vote and
I Tie group in quesarc afraid of losing it to
tion, Concerned Alumni
a conservative.
of Princeton (CAP), was
1 believe, like many
formed to protest the
others, Uiat Alito is
removal of the ROTC
being harshly criticized
program at IMnceton.
by Democrats on
In a letter diat Senator
the Senate Judiciary
Kennedy wrote to Aden
Committee hecat we of
Spector he states, "The
the simple fact he is a
SAMUEL ALITO organization (CAP)
conservative.
NOMINEE
was described in the
Ybu have the usual
press at die time and
characters like Ted
in its own literature as opposed
Kennedy, kiseph IJiden and
to the increasing number of
Richard I Xirbin who try to make
women, African Americans
him look like a racist and sexist.
and I lispanics at the university
1 know that these IX'mocrats
(IMnceton)."
aren't being opened minded and
The funny thing is CAP has
have already decided to vote
had presidents like I-aura
no on whomever the president
nominates.
Ingraham (who is a woman,
obviously) and Dinesh D'Souza
They are just trying to find a
(who is African-American),
reason why.
which proves that Kennedy is
There is no doubt that Alito is
just making cheap shots at Alito,
qualified for the position.
and is not saying anything facIn fact, he has more judicial
tual about the group. Kennedy
experience than any previous
nominee to die court. Alito
is doing what he docs best, ranting and going crazy over docuin eivi-d his hachekirs degree

ALAN
CALCATERRA

ments that supposedly linked
Alito to CAP
Alito, in response to Kennedy's
rants, said "If I had been involved
actively in any way in the group,
I'm sure diat I would remember."
The New York Times (not
exactly a friend to conservatives)
looked at these documents and
concluded dial they had nothing
to do widi Alito.
Another big issue Democrats
arc attacking Alito on is Roe v.
Wade. Richard Durbin accuses
Alito of having "a mind that sadly
is dosed in some instances."
The mull is Alito has said
many times dial lie will rule
by the constitution and not by
his own agenda but that wasn't
enough for the IX'rns, who
repeatedly kept asking about the
case expecting an exact yes or
no answer that they knew Alito
couldn't give.
This shows how I X'mocrals
just instantly go by there party
agenda and arc not open minded towards Alito and dislike him
because he is a conservative. If
Alito was a liberal then Senators
Bidcn, Kennedy and IXirbin
wouldn't be complaining mid
vote for him in a heartbeat.
Democrats want to run the
country the way they want
and don't want to compromise even though they're the
minority party.
I believe that Alito will make it
Uirough this ordeal and become
a Supreme Court justice, and
if he does this will make the
IX'mocrats look more like idiots,
which is the way they're acting
now through slandering and
smear campaigns

RUSS
ZIMMER
Quest (Mumnist
Every time I readaDJ
lohnson column. I feel
my warm heart get a
little colder. Then 1 realize
the glaring inconsistencies
and theshalkiwnessof his
arguments and take solace in
knowing people can see right
through them.
First, never quote Ann
Coulter, especially when you
are writing a column on the
evils of partisanship.

My personal favorite Coulter
quote (on Muslims): "We
should invade dieir countries,
kill their leaders and convert
them to Christianity."
She is not a journalist, nor a
reliable source.
Coulter preys upon anger,
most often misplaced anger.
I ler thoughts are her own and
most are wrong, morally and
factually.
Johnson refers to the failure
of the Republican Congress to
impeach Clinton as the "saddest day in Congress' history."
I would argue when Congress
appropriated funds in excess
ul SI mi million dollars to find
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PEOPLE Veil of partisanship
ON Till-STREET
obscures security
What did you do to
enjoy the nice day
yesterday?

Jt m

ASHLEY MORRIS
JUNIOR, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"I got the chance
to toss thefrisbee
around."

WEZI NDHL0VU
FRESHMAN, COMPUTER
SCIENCE

"Nothing. Spent
most of my time in
the library and
computer lab."

E-mail Man at acakat@bgsu.etlu

Incumbancy contributes to
Washington's corruption
out whether our president got
oral sex — while working families can't provide health care
for their children, who arc
probably in sub par schools
— was far more embarrassing
While I agree wholeheartedly with Johnson's views on
how partisanship has had a
negative affect on the Samuel
Alito confirmation hearings, I
disagree with his logic.
He chides both Democrats
and Republicans for voting
down party lines on judicial
appointments. Politicians are
"forced to vote a certain way

BRIAN
EGGENBERGER
FRESHMAN, INTEGRATED
SOCIAL STUDIES

"Cornhole."

JEREMY LEHMAN
FRESHMAN, INTEGRATED
SOCIAL STUDIES

"/ ran five miles."
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forcing them to spend more
money on campus and arourjd
the community.
Instead of going home for dinner, a transfer student hanging
around campus for a meeting
might eat on campus or fuel
local small businesses with purchases in town.
Both parties can win after they
recognize the problem—so why
doesn't the Office of Campus
Involvement invest the necessary time and energy to solve
this dilemma?

Good news, everyone, "Wfe
killed the PATRIOT Act!"
Who would say such a
thoughtless, ridiculous thing?
Senate Minority Leader Harry
Rcid, of course. I know you
had it narrowed down to Reid,
Nancy Pelosi, Michael Moore or
Harry Belafonte.
Don't we elect those figures on
Capitol Hill to make sure we are
represented to the fullest?
I larry Rcid was not doing his
job — representing his constituents and their safety.
Immediately after September
11, this country seemed to understand why it was so important to
take certain measures to protect
our safety.
The PATRIOT Act, established
as a tool to help law enforcement agencies keep us safe,
passed in congress with strong
bipartisan support.
The events of September 11
wen life-altering for Americans,
who previously thought we were
invincible. Out of the tragedy, we
took on an attitude of "We'll be
damned if you'll ever do that to
us again."
So what happened to that attitude?
Partisan politics, that's what
happened.
To some degree, it is impossible not to be affected by the
omnipotence of partisanship
— but when it comes to an issue
as important as national security,
we still can't pull together and see
past the superficial veil of politics?
The Senate originally voted
for a six-month extension, but
later approved a February third
extension date.
More recendy, the National
Security Agency "eavesdropping scandal" has provided yet another opportunity for Democrats to accuse
Republicans of wrongdoing.
In America, we are blessed with
liberalism, which reeks of indifference for homeland security and
an uncanny friendliness toward
our nation's enemies that has historically superseded their desire
for our safety
The Bush administration has
not received nearly enough
credit for keeping this country
free of terrorist attacks in the post
9/11 era.
Instead it receives the brunt
of attacks for doing too much
—such as robbing "innocent
Americans" of tiieir "civil liberties."
Most Americans have no clue
about the programs designed
to protect them. They are told
die government is tapping their
phone, and many believe it,
becoming completely incensed.

DANIELLE
I WINTERS
Opinion Columnist
They think that the PATRIOT
Act means the FBI can perform
stakeouts on front lawns, arbitrarily tap phones, and implement other types of spy programs.
Be careful — even if you're
a "nonnal" American, there's
a chance your library records
are routinely checked to make
sure you don't read too many
Harlequin romances!
Despite what the agendaladen left may tell you, the FBI
and the NSA only care about
the guy down the street who
is on a first name basis with
Osama bin Laden.
That's whose "civil liberties"
are being supposedly "stripped"
— and die left in this country is
heartbroken about it, as they frequently are when enemies of the
U.S. receive "unfair" treatment.
Many of our worst enemies live
right here in our own country.
They despise our superiority
as a nation and yearn for the
U.S. to be on the same level
as the world's lowest common
denominator.
Maybe that will satisfy those
who think the measures we take
to protect our nation are too
extreme, and fight them every
step of the way.
The question we have to ask
ourselves is: Do we want to risk
being attacked again, or do we
mind giving up some of die "civil
liberties" that, in actuality, aren't
even being taken away from "normal" law abiding Americans?
Opponents of the PATRIOT
Act have a major problem with
"Sneak and Peek" warrants, which
allow law enforcement to conduct
a search without notifying the
target for 30 days
Alright, let's notify them first.
We don't owe a suspected terrorist the chance to clear all evidence of terrorist activities.
The bottom line is that no matter how liard the left may try to
convince you otherwise, we are
at war.
We are up against an enemy
that couldn't care less about the
Geneva Convention rules and
who would, given the opportunity, kill millions of Americans as
quickly as they would spit on a
sidewalk. It is time for us to wake
up to that reality, unite for a long
hard fight and reject the petty leftwing politics.
Get in touch with Danielle via emailatdwinter@bgii£t-bf?u-edu

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the I'niiersity's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

P0UCIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
inkirmation or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MWl SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked"Letter
to the Editor or "Guest Corumn."0nly
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Coulter spreads lies

Grabbing education by the horns and more
DAVID
BAXTER
Opinion Columnist
If someone would have told
me that I'd still be in college nearly a decade after
I'd begun I would have laughed
straight in their face.
No way. Not me. That's for sure.
Well, that's exactly where I
am — once again — going to a
new school.
Being back in the college
atmosphere, a few things have
become apparent
For starters, we're all in a large
intellectual community that
thrives, derives, and depends
upon conversation.
So why are so many people
wandering around inside of their
own little invisi-box?
You all know it It's that little
invisible shield that you sec people wearing that marks off the territory of their very own air.
I'm sure that at some point
1 was, but you know, maybe it
was traveling around living out
of my van for that wild crazy
year that prompted me to be a
little more forward.
Not that everyone has to go
through such an experience to
come out of their shell, but living homeless makes you realize that this little marble we're
all rolling around in called
Earth belongs to all of us.
It is our one big home, and
to be honest, since you're a
human and I'm a human we
already have enough in common to have some form of
conversation, even if you're

blind and I become momentarily deaf.
So as I stroll along campus,
I'm that dude that strikes up
a conversation with you just
because we're walking next to
each other. It's been a bit of
a shock to me to
watch how people
react.
You know, we're
all in this together
— 1 have so many
better things to do
with my time than
worry about being
shy and living forever in the land of
'what if?'
I'm guessing you
do too.
It's my aspiration that everyone that reads this goes out and
talks to at least five people today,
tomorrow, and the next day, that
they don't know.
Say hi to that stranger.
So that adage about never
talking to strangers should have
been long thrown out
the window.
But beyond all that, it's the
classroom environment that
needs it the most.
The beauty of college is that
we grasp our own education by
the horns and take charge of it.
Active participation means
that you really are present
for class.
Showing up just to sit there
and take notes is a disappointment to everyone that has ever
invested and fought for the freedom of education.
Yep, the freedom of education.
It's a pretty amazing thing, and
here in our country it's usually

not a free thing.
So, when I'm silling in class,
yeah, I'm going lo talk. I'm
going to state my mind, so that
I can look at it differently.
I'm going to wonder what
everyone else is thinking.
A class is a conversation, not a lecture. I'm well aware
that we all get really
tired and bored of
a class where you
show up just to
have the prof read
the book to you.
Thankfully, I
personally haven't
encountered any
professors like
that here.
But I realize they are out
there, and I guess it's our
responsibility to steer them
away from this form of mentoring by actually discussing
course material.
If you come to class prepared then you are exactly
that: Prepared.

"We have a
responsibility
to demand
more for
ourselves —
for our own
time."

along with Classmates USA's
calendar model search. Spring
Breakers can expect plenty more of
the same this year with bikini and
wet t-shirt/'wct jockey shorts contests
daily and nightly.
The Sandpiper is never short on
big-time entertainment, hosting such
acts as Bob Marlcy"s Waiters, Ton
Loc and other major acts. Tentatively
scheduled for this year are the Black
Eyed Peas performing on the beach
behind the Sandpiper Beacon during
Jay Leno's show. Metro Nightclubs
is a Spring Break sponsor giving
away swimwear and the Corona
Beach Volleyball Tournament
scheduled to lake place behind the
Sandpiper this year. There will be
entertainment all day and all night at
the hotel throughout spring break.
Visit www.sandpiperbeacon.com
to see what's on tap for Spring Break
2006 at the Sandpiper Beacon Beach
Resort in beautiful Panama City
Beach, Florida or call the resort at
800-488-8828.

PauJAth,

CORRUPTION, FROM PAGE 4

in an effort to get re-elected In
office," lohnson said.
He asserts this is because
the parly will ostracize the
maverick politician but I would
argue it has more to do with
funding from contributors.
It's evident with the
Abramoff scandal thai money
from the shadiest amongst us,
ai least in part, drives politics.
Prominent Democrats, like
Senators I larry Rcid and lohn
Kerry, arc on thai list as well as
Republicans, including niceguy lohn McCain, who accepted $10,000 before he began the
investigation into the scandal.
It's people like lohnson who,
despite what he wrote above
on partisanship, wenl on lo
say "I identify myself as an
avid Republican," or people
who identify themselves as
Democrats that allow this corruption lo continue.
The incumbency rate is
dangerously close lo 99 per-

"Don't be afraid to
cross the street"

117 Georgia - 3BR. Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars
$840.0 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
140 1/2Manville-2BR. Limit 2 people .
Limit 2 cars. $560.0 per month plus utilities,
deposit $560.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007.
614 Fourth - 3BR. Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars
$840.0 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
-710 Eighth - 3BR. Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars
$840.0 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007
232 Lehman - 3BR 1 1/2 duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $620.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.0 per month plus
utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
432 S. College. ffA and #B - Duplex Limit 5 people total. Unit #A - $690.00 per month plus utilities.
Unit #B - $480.00 per month plus utilities. Garage
is shared between the units. Lease August 17,
2006 to August 4, 2007.
329 E. Wooster. #A - 3BR duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620 00 per month plus utilities.
Lease May 13, 2006 to may 5, 2007

Attorney General lim Petroin
next vear's gubernatorial race.
Thanks to C-SI'AN.l have
been able lo see much of
the Alito hearings. I see
Republicans praising Alito,
rarely asking questions ihey
don't know the answer to —
the whole purpose of the proceedings — and Democrats
ignoring issues of taxation and
Executive power.
The difference between
Dl and myself is when I see
these things I'm proud lo be
an Independent while he prepares to write another hypocritical column, one where he
will inevitably attack liberals.

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*29S.OO/mo.
• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
•On Site Laundry
• NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

Weefrly Specials!
Wednesday

UK

was&S

2»M vjninestte

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2006

$2.01124 02 m (But,
Bun it. MKUI IT.)

Cherry

Thursday
UDIES

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,

*** fist

Nicm Si.50 Wilts

FORM

Also ask about our rental rates at:

tain town

Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.

NICK BIWHEU

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH

Saturday

"Wat

BRIAN BOCIAN

Hours:
Mon Fri 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am-1 pm

43402
419352.0717

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.greenbtiarfentals.com

FREAKY FRIDAY THE 13TH

BG GEAR NIGHT

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007

WEAR YOUR FAVORITE BG GEAR
INSIDE-OUT AND GET IN FOR ONLY $6

Call 353 5800

» SAVINGS OF UP TO $3 PER TICKET! «

Visit Online
www.met<abg.com

BGSU

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

cent, meaning we don't
fire anybody.
Hell, Tom Delay is still in a
"safe seal'' as is Congressman
Bob Ney IR-OH). the main figure in the Abramoff scandal.
Why is that?
lohnson, who has said in
the past he stands for equal
rights for all people will most
likely find himself voting for

%

SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT
Panama Cily Beach has been a
Spring Break hot spot for as long as
most Spring Breakers can remember.
The Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort has been at the forefront of
Spring Break activities in Panama
City Beach since 1990.
Its popularity stems from its
"World's Largest and Longest Keg
Party'' and on-site resort bar, giving
Spring Breakers plenty to do without
ever leaving the resort. DJ Big
Donna has been playing the hottest
dance mixes since 1995 and the
Sandpiper has been host to
other well-known DJ's including
DJ Skribble. The Sandpiper-Beacon
brings the party to you no driving,
just walk up to your room from the bar.
MTV's The Real World was at
the Sandpiper in 2005 with Ml and
Robin as special guests at an
Axe/Stuff Magazine Beach Party.
They sponsored a model search, keg
party, free beer and a swimsuit
competition. Alloy Marketing has
also brought in model searches.

Don't get me wrong, socializing and networking are one of
the major points to being college.
However, there is also the
responsibility of excelling beyond,
what we ever thought capable.
Where could there be such
a promising, fertile environment such as the one that we
have here?
College isn't suppose to be
about taking the easy road out
and getting a piece of paper that
entitles you to a career.
You might end up in a profession where you sit through your
nine-to-five numbly clicking
away the minutes of a life.
We have a responsibility to
demand more for ourselves
— for our own time.
So when I'm strolling around
campus and I look around and
see all of my fellow students I
can't help but fantasize that we
are all equally intellectually, politically involved active participants
in this tiling that we consider life.
Yep, that's me. I'll probably
stop and say hi.

Management Inc.
HilUdale Apts.
I082 Fairview Ave
1 & 2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condilion/Washer/Dryers in
2/3 bdrm./lntcrnet special/
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.
Heinzsite
7ION. Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm apl.
Dishwasher/GarbageDisposal
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 barms.
Free Internet/Walk to Campus

Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apl/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bath/ close lo downtown

The Falcons are
§ on a roll, ridingf
f a 6 game win
streak!
TICKET OUTLETS:
-

BGSU Ice Arena - At the Gate
BG on Main - 133 Mam Street
BGSU Athletic Ticket Office
University Bookstore
Student Union Information Desk

...LIVE at Anderson Arena,

the House ThatRoasl

Game Presenting
Sponsor..

PEPSI Payout Series Ni«M #1 j
ORANGE OUT GAME

PBESEMTEB BY
Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Sevenlh Si.
Two story duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

"""oil

1-877-BGSU TICKET BGSUFALC0NS.COM

/CJEfcCA

Management Inc.
215 E. Poe
Eff. I bdrm/2 bdrms
Starting at $255/mo
Laundry on site
15 minule walk to campus
BGSU Bus Route

Michu

ALL FANS WEARING ORANGE
BG GEAR GET IN FOR ONLY $6
» SAVINGS OF UP TO S3 PER TICKET! «

ONE LUCKY FAN W1U HAVE

BGSU vs. Toledo
SUNDAY. JAN. 15TH
Anderson Arena

NINITIIUl I

2:00PM

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. lacross from Taco Belli
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4 30

Stop by the Office
ot 1045 Nl Main Si

or check websile
www.meccabq.com
tor complete listing

COLLECTIBLE MINI STRESS BALL GIVEAWAY
TO THE FIRST 500 FANS IN ATTENDANCE'

WORLD
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Ritual pilgrimage ends in death
television said most of the victims were from South Asia.
After the 2004 stampede, Saudi
officials widened ramps leading to
a platform the width of an eightlane highway where the three pilBy Sa!3h Nasrawi
lars are located and created more
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS
emergency exits to accommodate
MINA, Saudi Arabia — Muslim the crowds.
pilgrims trippi'd over luggage
Each of the small, round pillars
while hurrying lo ritually stone also were replaced with 85-footthe devil yesterday, causing a long Willis to allow more people
crush lhal trampled at least to stone them at once without jos345 people to death in the lat- tling each other. The walls were
est stampede to mar Islam's extended through the bottom of
annual hajj.
the platform so more pilgrims can
Saudi authorities have sought carry out the stoning from below.
for years to ease the flow of
Yesterday's stampede 'occurred
increasingly mammoth crowds, below the platform. In theory, the
but the tragedy underlined the crowds are supposed to enter the
difficulty in managing one of the platform using two of the ramps
biggest religious events in the and exit down the other two, but
world, which this time drew more pilgrims often ignore the rules.
than 2.5 million pilgrims.
Thousands of pilgrims were
The deaths on the final day rushing to complete the last
of stoning came a week after of the three days of the stonanother hajj disaster — the Jan. 5 ing ritual before sunset when
collapse of a building being used some of them began to trip over
as a pilgrims' hotel that killed 76 dropped baggage, causing a large
people in Mecca.
pileup, said Maj. Gen. Mansour
In the stoning ritual, all the pil- al-Turki, spokesman for the
grims must pass a scries of three Interior Ministry.
"pillars'' called al-lamarat, which
Many pilgrims carry personal
represent the devil and which the belongings — tents, clothes and
faithful pelt with stones to purge bags of food — as they move
themselves of sin.
between the various stages of
The site in the desert of Mina die hajj.
outside the holy city of Mecca
"This was fate destined by
is a notorious bottleneck in the God." al-Turki said. "Some of the
weeklong pilgrimage and has pilgrims were undisciplined and
seen deadly incidents in seven hasty to finish the ritual as soon as
of the past 17 years, including possible."
a stampede in 1990 that killed
Mina General Hospital, a small
1,426 people and one in 2004 that facility near the al-Jamarat site,
killed 244.
was filled with injured, and some
"I heard screaming and ... saw victims had to be sent to hospitals
people jumping over each other," in Mecca and Riyadh, Dr. Ismail
said Suad Abu llamada, an Abdul-Zalter said.
Egyptian pilgrim. "Police starting
Many pilgrims expressed fruspulling out bodies. The bodies tration over the repeated disasters
were piled up. I couldn't count at al-Jamarat.
them, they were too many."
"This should not happen every
Bodies covered in white sheets year. It should be stopped, it's a
lined the pavement nearthe ramp scandal. There must be a way to
where the stampede occurred, organize this better." said Anwar
and emergency workers rushed Sadiqi, a pilgrim from Pakistan.
the injured away on stretchers.
Ensuring a smooth pilgrimage
Police cleared part of the site, but is a key concern for Saudi Arabia's
thousands of pilgrims continued royal family, which bolsters its
the stoning ritual.
legitimacy by touting its role as
The Interior Ministry put the the "custodian of the holy cities" of
death toll at 345, and the Health Mecca and Medina, where Islam's
Ministry said 289 people were 7th century prophet Muhammad
injured. State-run Al-I-khbariyah was bom and lived.

Hundreds of people
killed in stampede
during yearly stoning

Muhamned Muheisen AP Photo

THE GATHERING MASSES: Muslim pilgrims gather to throw their last 21 stones before the stampede in Mina, Saudi Arabia yesterday. The pilgrims
tripped over dropped baggage as they rushed to carry out a stoning ritual in the hajj causing the latest stampede to mar the annual event.

Crown Prince Sultan Bin Abdel
Aziz told reporters the kingdom
had "spared no effort" to avoid
such disasters but, he added, "it
cannot stop what God has preordained. It is impossible."
"We feel pain and sorrow for
them and for their families and
we send our condolences," the
prince said on Al-Ekhbariya television.
The hajj is a complex balance of
safety with Islam's requirements
that every able-bodied Muslim
should perform the pilgrimage
at least once. Saudi Arabia sets
a quota of participants, allowing every nation to send 1,000
pilgrims for every I million in
population.
The three-day stoning ritual in
particular is a nightmarish problem in crowd dynamics
I lundreds of thousands of pilgrims must move up the ramps
onto the platform, maneuver
from pillar to pillar and hit each
with seven stones, then exit.
Many of the pilgrims are in a
rush because of the time constraints on the ritual and their
anxiety about past stampedes.
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Traditionally, stoning was carried nut from midday to sunset.
Shiite Muslim clerics have
issued edicts allowing pilgrims
to do the stoning in the morning, and some Sunni clerics have
followed suit in an attempt to
space out the crowds. But some
clerics following Saudi Arabia's
strict Wahhabi interpretation of
Islam urge the faithful to stick to
the midday start.
About 60,000 Saudi police and
soldiers patrolled the Mina plain
once the stoning ritual began
Tuesday to direct pilgrims.
Helicopters flew overhead,
and authorities monitored the
pilgrims from a control room
through closed-circuit TV.
But some people complained
that police did little to help.
"They look indifferent. "Liey
don't carry out their duties
seriously," Iftikhar Hussein, an
Iraqi pilgrim, said. "This looks
like a garage rather than a
holy site."
"If hajj is a duty for every ablebodied Muslim, it should be a
duty for the government" to
ensure it is safe, she added.
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Houses That Feel tike Homes

www. preltrrid proper tftco com

earn Sanchez

HOUSES!

MAKE YOUR HOMI AT:
• Piedmont

• Mini Mall Apts.

• Updated Birchwood

• Triplex

• »moll pets allowed

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 2006 Leases
•831 5thSt,3bdrm
si nun nm
• 835 5th, 4 bdrm
$1000/mo
August 2006 Leases
• 849 6th St, 3bdrm
S750/mo
• 239 B Manville, 1 bdrm
$350/mo

- small peri allowed

• See our website or call for many more listings
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GREAT
AFFORDABLE
RATES!

EXTRA LARGE
BEDROOMS
AVAILABLE!

Wildhoyv

Muhamned Muhouen AP Photo

ORGANIZED CHAOS: Saudi security officials and rescue workers
gather amongst some of the bodies of victims of the stampede.
At least 345 people were killed and hundreds injured, despite
attempts to prevent stampedes that have plagued the event.
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Put some bite in your weekend. Tune to Time Warner Channel 117

and watch MTV2 Sic 'Em Fridays every Friday night.
Catch Wildboyz at 9 p.m. followed by Team Sanchez at 9:30.

Gel MTV2 on Time Warner Cable! Order now and save:

Digital Cable + Road Runner" + Digital Phone
3 Great Services, 1 Low Price!
Installation is just S4.95.
Call Today! 866.681.9277

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
COURTS
Mercer at Clough

"WALK ON OVER"
• "Tenant Friendly" Management
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
• Time-Warner cable service included
in rentals
• Central air & heat

1
1
1

Convenient laundry facilities
Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts.

► TIME WARNER CABLE
• THE POWtR OF YOU

vvwwtimi'WrTnorrablt! com

Heat & Cable Included
UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment. Furnished Available.

Heat & Cable Included
Not available m soim.-HHNIS Some re

Office I lours:
9:00am 4: JOrtin

(41*-)! 352-0104
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Student goes to Hollywood
University student
edits film that won
award in Hollywood
By Nick Carrabine
HtPORTEB

Mantis and Moon, an independent film company in Delta,
Ohio, had its first full-length
film, "Out of the Shadows."
accepted to the Hollywood DV
Festival last month.
It was screened on Dec. 10 at
theRaleighStudiosinHollywood

California and won the award
for Best Drama/Feature.
What is even more impressive is that the movie was
edited by the University's own,
Will Graver.
Graver, a senior visual communication technology major,
transferred to Bowling Green in
2004 and was introduced to Cap
Averill II, the creator and owner
of Mantis and Moon.
"I met with Cap with the intent
to simply ask about their video
productions," Graver said. "I

"Basically, I am willing to be
a part of every aspect of the
movie making process in order
to best familiarize myself with
the industry."
WILL GRAVER, SENIOR
ended up getting my first Co-op
with Mantis and Moon and have
worked with Cap since then."
Editing is not the only thing
that Graver has been concen-

trating on at Mantis and Moon
productions; he has also assisted on the shooting and editing
of local concerts and commercials. The intern is also the main

organizer for the film festival
submission process.
For Mantis and Moon's next
full-length
feature—which
will begin shooting later this
spring—Graver has been slated
to co-direct and edit the film.
"Basically I am willing to be a
part of every aspect of the movie
making process in order to best
familiarize myself with the
industry," he said.
As for now, Graver and Mant is
and Moon have been fully committed to making sure that Out

of the Shadows can be seen by
as many people as possible. So
far, the movie has been submitted to about 30 different film
festivals across the country and
they are planning to submit
the movie to 100 more festivals
in 2006.
"Out of the Shadows" focuses
on two friends and how they
both deal with their failing
marriages. The two characters deal with their new lives in
MANTIS, PAGE 8

New film
gets'Hostel'
review
JOSEPH
CUNNINGHAM
Movie/Film Critic
The creators of "Cabin Fever"
return to give us the first truly
twisted horror film of the year in
Rli Roth's new film "Hostel," but
unfortunately, it doesn't manage
to do much else other than make
us squirm.
This doesn't mean that "1 lostel"
is a bad movie; it just fails to reach
its full potential. While it could be
one of the most disturbing films
ever made, it just winds up being
another mediocre horror film.
The problem this film has is
the lack of a solid plot. What plotline there is for this movie serves
only to advance the characters, as
well as the audience, to the few
torture scenes scattered throughout the film.
The litUe plot there is has a
group of backpackers traveling
through Europe who wind up
getting tortured for the enjoyment of rich businessmen.
With a running time of only an
hour and a half, the film is unable
to go into any real details about
the characters or the people who
have captured them.
While the plot of "Hostel" is a
major falling point of the movie,
•he disturbing nature of the torture scenes and the terrified acting from the fairly inexperienced
cast (this is the first major film
for a large majority of the cast)
does help to salvage the film from
being a total flop.
All of the violence in "Hostel"
is extreme and pulls few punches
for the audiences, and it makes
for one of the most disturbing American-made films in a
long time.
While "Hostel" is far from
perfect, it does offer some mild
enjoyment and shows a lot of
potential for horror films to go in
a new and more twisted direction
than we have seen recently.

Eli Roth's'Hostel'not a
stay at the Holiday Inn
By less Wagner
puist EoitOR
When Eli Roth sat down to draft up his next big horror film, he drew from the things
that scared him the most.
After working with an all-star cast of directors and producers including Mike
Fleiss ("The Texas Chainsaw Massacre"), Chris Briggs ("Godsend") and Quentin
Lii.niiiiiu ("Kill Bill"), Roth's final project, "Hostel," is an all-encompassing film
of sex, murder and torture.
"I use things that scare me," Roth said. "It's definitely a real thing out there
that there are people so bored that hookers, dnigs and strip clubs don't do
anything for them and they arc so numb that nothing excites them, so they
rum to things like murder. That scares me."
Roth got his big break in 2002 at the Toronto Film Festival with the debut
of "Cabin Fever."
Though the film was produced on a mere SI.5 million budget, Roth
opened the film to high commercial success, as it opened in more than
2,000 theaters nationwide.
"The success of Cabin Fever' opened even door for me," Roth said,
iddenly, I had every opportunity in the world."
Now, Roth is seeing even more success with "Hostel."
According to bloomberg.com, "Hostel" raked in $20.1
million last weekend.
"Nobody makes anything to fail: you make it to
succeed." Roth said. "And the fact that Quentin
Tarantino was involved, that's a victory. Most
movies take 5 years to make, but I did everything in a 12-month period."
Roth's background in film has helped him
to produce a low-budget film in a short period of time. After graduating from New York
University's film program, Roth bounced
around from film to film before settling in to
film production for about 10 years.
"I think you're bom with it," Roth said
of his interest in the arts "My mother is an
artist, but my father is a doctor. I think I just
have that blood and that gene in my body. I've
always been fascinated with films."
Whether it's his genes or his training that
HOSTEL. PAGE 8

Stand-up comedian brings laughter to the clubs of Cleveland
Keith Alberstadt
entertains troops in
Iraq and Cleveland
By Mike Rohmson
REPORTER

At the mercy of hecklers and
rude audiences, young comedians all over the country try to
jump start their stand-up comedy careers in college.
"Sometimes I look back on
those experiences and wonder
how I made it through," comedian Keith Alberstadt said. "It
was brutal."
Alberstadt first began performing in college when local
venues would offer an "open

mic" set.
He always enjoyed making
people laugh, so he decided to
give stand-up a shot.
After college, Alberstadt took
a job in sales, but later came to
realize that only stand-up comedy could make him happy.
He decided to quit his job
and dive into comedy headfirst
in 2001.
"Once I quit my job, it was like
a faucet turned on," Alberstadt
said of trying to write material.
Since he began performing
comedy full time, Alberstadt has
performed for the troops in Iraq
and traveled to comedy clubs all
over the United States.

This weekend, Alberstadt will
be performing at Hilarities—a
comedy club in Cleveland.
"I love comedy clubs, but it's
kind of like walking a tight
rope—you can't fake it," he said.
For Alberstadt, the key to good
stand-up comedy is originality.
He said it's "unnerving" when
unoriginal jokes and premises
still gel laughs.
"The thing about comedy that
I love is that there isn't a formula," he said.
Alberstadt gets to travel the
world as his own boss, which
is something that he enjoys
very much.
Many stand-up comedians

view their career as just a launching pad to television or film.
Other comedians view standup comedy as a career into itself.
They don't view it as a launching
pad to superstardom, but as a
satisfying career.
Alberstadt seems perfectly
content with being a full-time,
stand-up comic, but says that
he has some aspirations for
the future.
Although he has aspirations,
Alberstadt is focused on his
present situation, traveling and
performing for an audience.
"Simply, I just want to make
people laugh doing a career in
stand-up," he said.

Photo Provided
JUST JOKING: Keith Alberstadt, comedian, poses with a soldier in Iraq.
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CHECKING YOUR
"VITALS

What's your biggest pet peeve?
People that try to argue about
something that they have
no idea what they are talking
about, and people that don't
haw common sense.
Whafs your motto that you live
by? It's never fun unless you
makeit|fun|.
What is your definition of a
leader? Someone that you look
up lo that has positive qualities like trustworthiness and
honesty.
Do you consider yourself to be a
leader on campus, and why? Yes.
because I'm an RA and a positive role model tliat tries my
best to follow the rules.
First of all. why did you want
to become a Resident Advisor?
Because of the RA that I had
last year. He was really inspiring. I also did it because it helps
paying with the tuition fees.
What sacrifices have you had to
make during your time being an
RA? I have a k>t less tree time
and time to enjoy for myself.
I also don't really get to sleep
that much, but in reality tliat
doesn't really matter.
What has been your most
rewarding experience so far?
I guess 111 say inspiring other

Student finds rewards as an intern
he said. "We now have recognition and are encouraged to
put even more effort into the
different ways.
"One of the truly unique next project."
Cap Averill II is also very
aspects of the picture is how it
compares to nature of human pleased with the amount of
life," Graver said. "Using high success that Mantis and Moon
definition video, we were able to has already received, despite
capture some amazing nature its short history and smaller
shots and juxtapose them with budgets.
"We operate on the prempersonalities in the movie."
Graver stressed how big of ise that it's all about the story."
an accomplishment winning Averill II said. "The basis of our
the award in Hollywood was for whole movie company is to
challenge ourselves on budgets
Mantis and Moon.
"The award is a huge deal less than $20,000 to compete
because it puts Mantis and with other movie companies
Moon on the map for quality with bigger budgets."
Averill II also is not ruling
independent motion pictures,"
MANTIS, FROM PAGE 7

This week, the Pulse checks llie
vilals of lason Uibovitz. a sophomore majoring in architecture
ami environmental design.
Name something that everyone
should know about you. My nose
is crooked, and I'm colorblind.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

IAS0N LABOVITZ,
SOPHOMORE

people to be RAs, and helping
people with their school work.
Name one downside that you
have dealt with. I laving to
choose between the job and
friends.
What's the strangest thing that
you've come across or witnessed in your dorm? A student
throwing flour all over another
student while they were asleep.
Is it hard to switch between
playing the rotes of being friends
with your residents as well as
being disciplinary supervisors?
Yeah, it is because when you
choose to do something with
your friends you sometimes
feel guilty. Its easy being
friends and hanging out with
them, and we'll joke around
about stud, but you have to
realm: when it's time to be an
RA and be responsible.
Describe the training that you
had to complete in order to get
where you are today. It starts
off with a week in the summer,
and there's a lot of diversity and
talk about how to be a good
role model and leader. That
was a lot of fun. You learn a lot
of good techniques that will
help you later in life. It gets a
little repetitive and sometimes
you get a little sick of it, but you
have to go through it and need
to know it

out the fact that with success
at film festivals, the better the
chance for "Out of the Shadows"
to get a distribution.
"Chances for a distribution
deal are good," he said. "Right
now, the smartest thing to do is
to keep submitting to film festivals and rack up more awards.
To see a positive crowd reaction is what is really rewarding
for me."
The most rewarding thing for
Graver is that his hard work has
landed him a position to work
with Mantis and Moon and to
continue to do what he loves.
His hard work has not
gone unnoticed by Stephan

Hillerbrand, a video professor at
the University.
"Will is one of the most talented, hard working and professional students and it's been
a' pleasure to be able to know
him," HuTerbrand said. "I know
he wants to do more directing
and I think that is the perfect
area for him because he truly
has the ability to do it"
And as for Graver's future, that
is exactly what he wants to do.
"It is my ultimate goal, as is with
many film buffs, toone day direct
my own full-length motion picture," Graver said. "Mantis and
Moon may give me that opportunity sooner than later."

MySpace not just for friends anymore
By Nancy Pettrto

Walker said.

U

"We knew that MySpace
would be big and wanted to
become a part of that." But in
the beginning. Walker had no
idea how big it would become.
After starting the band's
account, Walker noticed
Tom automatically pop up as
a friend.
Tom is the "go-to guy" for any
questions regarding MySpace.
Walker really wanted to meet
with Tom, hoping to help out
the band.
"We heard about a MySpace
party in Miami, about six hours
away from where we are, and
we immediately wanted to go
and talk to him," he said. "We
were basically stalking Tom."
Once the band made it to
the party, they met Tom and
hit it off. They gave him a CD
and from there. The Summer
Obsession's success took off.
The band later got signed to

WIRE

MySpace isn't just used to waste
time while pretending to study
or seeing who can claim the
most "friends."
The Web site's latest trend is
all about music.
At MySpace, bands and musicians can set up Web pages
for fans to listen to their music
and learn what the band is
all about.
For one band in particular,
MySpace is the reason they
exist today.
The Summer Obsession is on
the recently released MySpace
Records compilation CD. The
founding members of the group
putacoupleself-recorded tracks
on its MySpace site hoping to
draw in listeners.
"The first thing we did when
we started the band was to
make a MySpace account,"
vocalist and bass player Lucien

Virgin Records and MySpace
has been helping them along
the way.
"MySpace really helped us
gain a fan base without virtually any touring," Walker said. "It
basically launched our career."
Matt Jordan, sophomore journalism major at the University
of Kentucky, got involved in
MySpace to find out about
new bands.
"I was looking for alternatives
to the lame bands who were
getting airplay at the time and
MySpace definitely helped me
out," lordan said.
lordan uses the site to keep
tabs on his favorite bands,
but also to discover new
bands. Once you are a friend
with a band, you can receive
updates to be informed about
the group.
lordan currently has a blog
called "You Ain't No Picasso"
that he updates on a regu-

lar basis with new bands he
has discovered.
"Lots of times, a band looking
to be featured on my blog will
email me with a little information, but instead of attachingan
MP3, they'll just link me to their
MySpace account." he said.
"But with any Web site, sometimes you have to do a little digging through MySpace to find
really good bands."
MySpace enables users to
search by genre, location, band
member, influences or sound.
Proven by The Summer
Obsession's
experiences,
MySpace is a great way to
jump-start a career in the music
industry. But MySpace also has
a community feel to it.
"Part of what makes MySpace
so influential is the community
aspect of it," lordan said. "Fans
really feel like they're close to
the band and I think that helps
build a strong fan base."

'Hostel' entices audience with gore, death
HOSTEL, FROM PAGE 7
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LARGE, DELUXE
1 BEDROOM APTS
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS!
$450.00 / MO. + UTILITIES

have prepared him for a career
in film, Roth said he couldn't
have directed the film without
the help of his crew. Getting the
picture of what was in his head
onto a film projector was harder
than some people think.

+

American
Red Cross

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am 1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.

In the near future. Roth will
be working on directing projects,
including a teen comedy titled
"Scavenger Hunt" and a psychological thriller, "The Box" ■
Now that production and work
for "Hostel" is over, Roth is sitting
back and enjoying his hard work.
When he's not getting enjoyment

behind the scenes calling the
shots, he gets his fulfillment in
another way.
"The best part is seeing
|"Hostel"| with an audience
and seeing people pass out and
vomit," Roth said with a laugh.
"Seeing people applaud and pass
out is by far the best part."

Bowling Green State University
and the American Red Cross
Celebrate Martin Luther King Day
by doing something for others!

Many amenitiescall for details
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

"When you're making a movie,
it's a black canvas and you have
the idea of the movie in your
head—you're the only one who's
seen the movie, so it's good to
have people around you that you
trust," Roth said of his crew. "I just
had great people around me that
I could rum to for advice."

"The time is always riant
to do what is right"
■M.

Blood Drive
January 16 - 18, 2006
11 am - 5 pm
Student Union - Multi-Purpose Room

Come to the drive and get
a draw sting back pack!

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!
Monday Madness

.. • • i. • •.. ■
Free side of chips S salsa
with any purchase1

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Two lot. Tuesday

Am
agement

Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
702 'A E. Wooster
122 Vt Frazee Ave.
119TroupSt.
620 3rd St.

Buy one entree, get one tree!

Wacko Taco Wednesday
Free soft or crispy taco
with any purchase!

TWrjty Thursday
Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

( all to make an appointment today.
Mid Am, Management
641 Third#4B(,
352-4380
•v

I

Free 22 ol. drink
with any purchase!

Fri & Saturday
Late Night Meal
$5 meal (includes a drink
and any entree) from
12 a.m. -3am
• Offer valid wllN any collate ID

Main St. B.G. • 419-353-7200
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ENCLAVE

ENCORE

Phase II being built to answer high demand!

The Enclave Apartments have filled up so quickly the last two years that
they are building more apartments to keep up with the demand. The newproperty will have all four bedroom, four bathroom apartment homes. Preleasing has been ongoing for fall of 2006 for both communities. The new
community will be located directly behind the existing community at 906
KlotZ Rd.
The new property will boast a resort style pool, two Jacuzzis, one of which
will IK- open year round, three high pressure tanning domes, computer lab.
a huge fitness center, a twenty-four hour activities room with Playstation, XHox and a cozy fireplace as well as a basketball court. •
I be apartment homes will all be completely furnished with a big M rrt-n
television, internet hookup in every bedroom as well as the living room to
hookup game systems, dishwasher, range, refrigerator, microwave, and fullrize washer and dryer.
Holly Reinhart community manager said. "I am really excited about the
community! We intend to treat the two communities as one large community
once construction is complete which will mean double the amenities and
double the fun for our residents. The big screen televisions and private bath
for each resident has been in high demand so we are happy to finally be able
to meet that demand!"
To help maximize your living experience at The Enclave, the professional
management staff offers a roommate matching program and 24-hour
maintenance. Utilities included with the apartment will IK- trash, internet,
water and sewage. Bedrooms are leased individually with their own private
l»edroom door locks! No more worrying about your roommates sticking
you with charges! The monthly rental installment is S350.IX) including
liiniiture.
Thi- tidier is open Monday through Friday from 8:30AM until 7:00PM,
Saturday from 10:00AM until 4:00PM, and Sunday from 12:00PM until
4:00PM. Tfie office lor boili communities is located at 706 Napolean Rd.
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CURRENT 4 Bedroom 2 Bath Apartment Layout
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NEW 4 Bedroom 4 Bath Apartment Layout

"A//ee PACKAG*
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The BIGGEST Package In Town!
^1 2 Resort style pools

^1 Washer and dryer in every apt

^1 3 Year-round hot tubs

^1 Private shuttle route to campus

^1 3 High pressure tanning domes

^1 No deposit & Rent starts at $299

^ 1 Huge 24-hr. Fitness center

^1 Free high speed internet

^1 32" or Big Screen TV
w/furnished package

bl And MUCH, MUCH more!
^
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THE ENCLAVE I & II
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4
Open Monday, No classes!
\

i

706 Napoleon Rd.
419-353-5100
www.collegeparkweb.com
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INDIANS SIGN NEW FIRST BASEMAN FOR A PRETTY PRICE: PAGE 11

BG SPORTS

FRIDAY

MEN'S BASKETBALL

January 13,
2006

Sunday

1 p.m. against Ibledo

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Saturday

2 p.m. al Kent State

www.bgnews.com/sports

HOCKEY

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

l-riday

7:05 p.m.

against Wesicrn

Michigan

Saturday
7:35 p.m. at Western Michigan

HOCKEY

TRACK AND FIELD

Saturday

11 a.m. BGSU lnvilalinn.il

GYMNASTICS

Saturday

ft

7 p.m. in Columbus

BG SPORTS
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BRIEFING

Bush leaves
higher ed
for higher
level of sport
USC's Heisman
winner announces
his entrance in draft
By Ken Peters
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Matsumoto gets
underage
charge
;

l alcon hockey player Jonathan
Matsumoto was placed in adiversion program after being charged
with underage alcohol consumption ami stealing a bicycle.
Matsumoto, 19. will complete
community service, attend an
alcohol education program and
pay a $250 program fee.

Czisnyhas
hopes for
Olympics
JESSICA
AMELING

ASA Sport liditor
It's a big weekend for BGSU athletes across the board.
The men's basketball team
plays Toledo on Sunday, while
the women will travel to Kent
for a rematch of last year's
Mid-American
Conference
Championship. Both the track and
gymnastics teams begin their seasons tomorrow, while the hockey
team will try to keep rolling with its
recent success.
And sophomore Alissa Czisny
is competing at the U.S Figure
Skating Championships for the
chance to go the ()lympics.
Yes, the Olympics. Five rings,
gold medals and all.
Yesterday in St. liiuis 18-yearold (yjsny competed in the short
program, and tomorrow she will
perform her long program which
airs on ABC at 8 p.m. The winner
gets an automatic bid to Turin
Italy, while the other two spots on
the Olympic team will be determined by the the U.S. Figure
Skating International Committee.
"That's my goal," Czisny said
of making the Olympic team.
"Obviously it's going to be hard to
get there because there's a kit of
good U.S. skaters at nationals. It's
that third spot that everybody's
fighting for."
But now that Michelle Kwan
pulled out of the Nationals due
to a pulled groin muscle, Czisnys
chances of making the team may
be up. It all depends on how generous the selection committee is
toward Kwan, the most accomplislied figure skater in US. history.
Until now the highest Czisny
has placed at Nationals was seventh, but after a break-out year
the expectations are sky-high for
the Bowling (Ireen native She has
been declared a favori te, atong with
Sasha Cohen and Emily Hughes,
to make the Olympic team.
While Czisny has won some big
international competitions, like
Skate Canada, she had more trouble at the recent Grand Prix finals
where she placed sixth out of six.
But she did have an excuse, and
a good one at that. The blade on
her left skate wasn't aligned correctly, causing disastrous landings
on her jumps.
Armed will) a new skate and
high hopes, Czisny will skate her
free program Sanirday. If she wins
she can pack her bags for Turin.
The International Studies major
might even be able to ga away
with calling her travels a field trip.
If not she can cross her fingers
and hope the selection committee is on her side Either way, this
Falcon has made it big time.
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RECORD UP, OSU DOWN: lames Unger goes for a loose puck in front of the Ohio State goalie on Oct.20. Despite an earlier loss to the Buckeyes,
the Falcons were victorious last weekend and bumped their record to 10-11-1. Tonight they take on Western Michigan.
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Falcons emotions soar
Hockey team wins six straight games
By Kevin Shields
REPORTER

The Falcon hockey team is on an
emotional high.
For the first time in six years
they are fresh off a sweep of their
i HI i. i - si.ii i ■ rivals from Columbus.
With Saturday's 2-0 win over
Ohio State, BGSU (10-11 -11 took
the season series from their cluster-mates 2-1-1 as BGSU coach
Scott Paluch garnered his first
two wins over the Buckeyes after
losing all the teams' meetings in
his first three seasons.
BG is also on its longest win
streak in over a decade as they've
won six straight games to move
up to sixth place in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association,
(6-8-1) after a shaky start to the
season which saw them at 4-11-

1 going into the streak.
Tonight the Falcons welcome
to town die Western Michigan
Broncos, (4-13-3) who are currently at the bonom of the
league at 4-8-2, for the first game
of a home-and-home series that
will conclude tomorrow night in
Kalamazoo, Mich. The Falcons
will then welcome in nationally
ranked R'nis State on Monday
night for the make-up game of
the famous incident that took
place back in October involving
a leak of pink goo on the ice.
Facc-otfs are scheduled for 7:05
p.m. for the home dates and 7:35
p.m. Saturday at WMU.
Though Western may not be
the same caliber of team as OSU
was, the Falcons know they can't
slack off after finally making

their efforts pay off.
"They're definitely not going
to be a push-over by any means,"
senior captain Don Morrison
said of die Broncos. "Earlier in
the season they swept Ohio State
as well, which is pretty impressive. We got to come ready to
play I»it 11 Friday and Saturday."
Morrison and the rest of his
teammates on the defensive core
have come ready to play over the
course of their win streak.
After struggling for much of
the season, allowing odd-man
rushes or making cosdy turnovers, the defensive core has
stepped up their play in helping
the Falcons go from a leagueworst goals against average to
holding their opponents to 1.7
goals in the past six games.

"This is" as good of a stretch
as our defense has played all
year," Paluch said. "We're playing
safe and playing smart and as a
group they've been very effective,"
With the defense stepping up,
the duties in net have become
easier for Ion Horrell, who
started each of the six games
and recorded two shutouts with
a save percentage of .954 and
goals against average of 1.52.
"I le's played very well," Paluch
said of Horrell. "It's a pretty special streak he is on right now
and it's just one of those things,
where when baseball players get
hot they're seeing the ball well
and 1 think it's much the same
HOCKEY. PAGE 11

GYMNASTICS

Mature Falcons bound to succeed
Falcon gymnasts
expect success at
All-Ohio meet

""This will be a good
chance for us to test
the waters. We'll be
able to see what things
our squad can do well
and what we need to
improve on."

By Coin Wilson
REPORTER

The Falcon Gymnastics team
hopes to get their 2006 campaign off to a promising start
this Saturday in Columbus at the
All-Ohio Championship where
they will take on both Ohio
State University and Kent Stale
University.
Coach Dan Connelly is enthusiastic about the team's potential
this year because of die depth
and experience they have. The
team returns 16 of last year's letter winners, and has three strong
seniors including the 2004-2005
Falcon Gymnastics MVP lessica
(kiyer.
Guyer will be competing on
Beam, Floor and Vault this season, (oining her on the beam will
be fellow senior and co-captain
lessica Bradley, juniors Bethany
Kenel and lillian Stranges.
For vault the Falcons will field
juniors Erin Coudriet, Allison
Swaflbrd, lillian Stranges and Karty
Yohe to go along with Guyer. On
the floor will be Guyer, Coudriet,
Kenel, Swaflbrd, Stranges and
Yohe. lastly on bars senior lessica
Bradley and junior Karty Yohe will
compete
Competing in all around
events will be senior Marie-Eve
Boisvcrt, juniors lessica Mcarthur

DAN CONNELLY, COACH

I feel like that is going to help us a
lot," Connelly said.
Based on what he saw at the
ladies' intra-squad meet, Connelly
feels that the team's strongest
' event is the vault The team hopes
to excel in that event as well as the
others.
The All-Ohio meet is normally
not the first event of the year, so
die team will use it to see what
they can do against other squads.
"This will be a good chance for
us to test the waters," Connelly
said "Well be able tp see what
things our squad can do well and
what we need to improve on."
The only team of the three
which has competed so far
this season is Ohio State. The
Buckeyes beat Ball State by a score
Mike Mttllff BGNtw
of 188.750-184.675 on Saturday.
SENIOR BEAMS IN SPOTLIGHT: Jessica Guyer competes on the beam
Led by senior co-captains lessica
last season. She is the returning team MVP for the Falcons.
Guyer and lessica Bradley, the
and Sakura Tomita. sophomores Wirtanen.
Falcons look to take the All-Ohio
lacqueryn Bcmhardt, Candice
The large amount of upper- meet for the first time since their
Deacon, lessica Ewart. Iholeen classmen should be an advantage 2001-02 season.
Ponce, Marissa Saneholi/. Jayme for the Falcons this season.
The ATI-Ohio Championship
Stambaugh and freshmen Katie
"We have a lot of great, strong
Follett, Kakisha Gatlingand lenna juniors and seniors this year and
GYMNASTICS. PAGE II
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LOS ANGELES — Reggie Bush
is skipping his senior season
at Southern California to enter
the NFL draft
The Heisman Trophy winner
made the expected announcement yesterday, a day after
running mate i^nDale White
made his decision to leave early
and turn pro.
Bush is expected to be one
of the first players taken in the
draft — with many projecting him going to the I louston
Texans with the No 1 pick.
The electrifying running
back had 1,740 yards rushing
and 2.890 all-purpose yards this
season for the I rojans, who fell
short of an unprecedented third
national tide
when they
lost 41-38 to
Texas in die
Rose Bowl
last week.
"It's
a
happy
dav, I don't
think its a REGGIE BUSH
sad time," JUNIOR, USC
Bush said
at a campus news conference.
"It was tough. ... You want to
please everybody. You want to
return for your senior season."
Trojans coach Pete Carroll
said Bush made die right decision.
"He's such a special player, a
once-in-a-lifetime talent. He's a
game-changer, with his speed,
instincts, vision and competitiveness. He's just so much
fun to watch," Carroll said in a
statement
"Hell take that talent to the
NFL and wow diem diere as
a runner, receiver and as a
returner. Now the Reggie Bush
Show goes to Sundays, and 1
can't wait to watch him."
Carroll couldn't be at the
news conference because he
was in Northern California
to attend the funeral of the
father of USC linebacker Rey
Maualuga. Talatonu Maualuga
died after a long illness.
Wherever Bush winds up in
the draft, he'll become a rich
man.
Asked about the probability
of becoming a multimillionaire. Bush laughed and said.
"It hasn't sunk in yet 1 don't
think it will until I get that first
check."
Bush, who rums 21 in
March, has flashed such blinding speed, great moves and
an uncanny ability to change
direction that he's been compared to such greats as Gale
Savers, Barry Sanders, Tony
Dorsett and Marshall Faulk.
Bush, a 6-foot 200-pounder
In in i Spring Valley, Calif., averaged an , ii i ia/jiig 8.7 yards per
cany. He also caught 37 passes
for 478 yards and led the nation
in all-purpose yards with 2223
per game
How will all that translate to
the NFL?
"There are all those questions: Are you big enough,
strong enough, fast enough,
tough enoughr Bush said. "Ill
have to position myself to have
an impact right away, and that
will take a lot of hard work.
"Ill be excited to show any
critics that I can be an everydownback."
Bush was a runaway winner of the Heisman, with Texas
quarterback Vince Ybung far
back in second place. Matt
BUSH.PAGE 11
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Bush joins NFL draft

Cleveland welcomes Perez

BUSH, FROM PAGE 10

First baseman signs $1.7 million contract
ByJoeMicia

The Indians went into the
offseason looking to upgrade
their right-handed power. Perez
CLEVELAND - Eduardo Perez is a fallback plan after free
signed a one-year deal Thursday agents they pursued — Nomar
with the Cleveland Indians, who Garciaparra, Brian Giles and Eric
will use him in a plaByrnes — signed elsetoon situation at first
where.
base after failing to
"1 would have presign a premiere rightferred to sign another
handed bat.
impact bat to add
Perez's contract is for
to this team some$1.7 million with a club
where," Shapiro said.
option for 2007 that
"Sometimes we're forced
includes a $125,000
to be creative in the way
buyout.
we look at things."
EDUARDO
He will share time
Perez, son of Hall of
PEREZ
with Ben Broussard
F:amer Tony Perez, batat first and also could
ted .255 with 11 homers
play in the outfield, Indians gen- and 28 RBls last season for the
eral manager Mark Shapiro said. Devil Rays. In his career against
He's likely to get about 350 at- left-handers, the 36-year-old
bats.
Perez has batted .263 with 47
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

homers and 168 RBls.
He said he was impressed
with the Indians last season and
understands his role is to help
out against left-handed pitching
"I'm just happy they consider
me as a piece of the puzzle,"
Perez said.
Perez had his best season in
1997 for Cincinnati, when he
batted .253 with 16 homers and
52 RBls. A first-round pick by the
California Angels in 1991, Perez
also has played for St. Louis.
The Indians probably won't
make any other moves before
spring training Shapiro said.
"We're very comfortable going
into spring training with the club
we've got right now," he said.
Cleveland's biggest moves in
free agency were signing pitch-

ers Paul Byrd and lason lohnson
and re-signing closer Bob
Wickman. They also signed free
agent contracts with outfielder
Todd Hollandsworth, infielder
Lou Merloni, catcher FJnar Diaz
and pitchers Steve Karsay and
Danny Graves.
"We've done what we had
to do, but we didn't necessarily make some of the improvements that I wanted to make,"
Shapiro said.
The Indians designated lefthander Brian Tallet for assignment to make room for Perez.
They have 10 days to trade,
release or outright Tallet to the
minors.
Tallet spent most of last season
at Triple-A Buffalo and made two
appearances for the Indians. The
28-year-old had reconstructive

Leinart, Bush's teammate the past
three years and the 2004 Heisman
winner, was third. Those players
figure to go 1-2-3 in the NFL draft
on April 29.
The Texaas, though, already
have a young quarterback in
David Can so they could opt for
Bush and pass on Young who is
from Houston. The Texans have
three and a half months to make
a decision.
I lad Bush stayed in school, he
would have had a chance to join
Ohio State ninning back Archie
Griffin as the onlv two-time
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will be returning to the lineup this
week after serving his suspension
for violating team rules.
This weekend they'll have the
challenge of out-scoring preseason second team AU-CCF1A
selection, Brent Walton and his
Bronco teammates who have
been known to put big offensive
outputs despite their 2.10 goals a
game average.
"When they get it offensively,
they're a pretty dynamic team,"
Paluch said. "They bring some
guys who are as skilled as any
one-two punch in the league,

HOCKEY. FROM PAGE 10

way with Jon."
On the other end of the ice, the
Falcons have also stepped up their
goal production, as they've averaged 4.5 goals a game during the
win span. That included a ninegoal effort against Connecticut
in their championship game win
(9-2) over the host team in the
Toyota Uconn Classic.
Alex Foster currently leads
the nation in assists with 29 and
ranks third in points with 36. His
line-mate Jonathan Matsumoto

GYMNASTICS. FROM PAGE 10

lias been in existence for six
years, pitting the only three
varsity women's gymnastics
teams in the state against each
other. BX! has won the event
twice. The winner receives
the coveted "All-Ohio Bench"
and bragging rights for the
year. The event takes place at
Ohio State's St. [ohn Arena in
Columbus and begins at 7
p.m.

3 Bedroom Apartments
» Furnished
**f>u
• 2 Full Baths
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
• Laundry on site GREENBRIAR,

INC

$825/month
+ Utilities

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

David Dewalt - mwifrsrytoi
Lisa McCoy - styftr
Carrie Hall - ify/iS

^Sfl

707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One
Year- One Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $410.00.
449-45S S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $385.00. One
Year- One Person Rate- $350.00.

with $250.00 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these
locations:
403 High
825 Third
755 Manville
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville
733 Manville
802 Sixth
517 E. Reed

all chemical services
Specializing in foils •

1

pJjUilites & color include haircuts •
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• S beds &I mega booth Si bulbs
• C1EAN - oil beds 8 booths oie cleaned
sanitized by oui stall between clients

r

jHHHri

• Intended houis os needed
• You con make your appointments
all the way to spring break

On* of thee top
200 e»lon»
in the country

H«M»(419)SSJ-«4J9

Lost Sony Fibershot Camera.
II tound please call 440 452-1554
Ask for Amanda

Part-time child care in my Perrysburg home. Must be avail Thurs afternoons, other hours flex Musi
have reliable Iran & an excellent
driving record, email sworley@bgnel

Travel
Spring Break Panama City From
$199' Beachlront Rooms at Boardwalk. Holiday Inn' Free Party Package, Food at MTVu Parly Tenti Bahamas Cruise $299. Daytona $179.
Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau $599'
SpringBreakTravel com
800-678-6386

Sport Technician- Provide and coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics and unities sports activities Part-time conlracled position
Salary commensurate with position
Application deadline is 1/19/06. Ap
plication packet available 8 00 am ■
4:30 p.m. at Wood Lane School.
Ent B, 11160 E Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowling Green. OH EOE

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rates.
517 E. REED- At Thurstln. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $625.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $525.00.
505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Klnkos. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
521 EAST MERRY- Furnished. One bath. School YearTwo Person Rate- $655.00. One Year- Two Person Rate$555.00. * Lower floors reduced rate.
402 HIGH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.

-1

831 SEVENTH- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath +
Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Person Rate- $555.00. One
Year- Two Person Rate- $480.00.
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $630.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

" Jpsto Btw-M f*.l fctaN

• Always hot new bulbs

• Ihe best brands in loaning lotions
Ihol will increase your ton 60S
and get your tonning plateau
8 beyond

Toll Free: 1-877-285-6141

840-850 SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

The hottest hoiicors •

gussaoca

Call 419-874-5006

Lost/Found

810 FIFTH. 649 + 707 Sixth & 818 SEVENTHFurnished or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate- $560.00. One Year- Two Person
Rate- $470.00.

included wWi •

Ihe holiest Niiites and color •

0

Concrete Finishers end
Brick Mesons

S17E. REED STREET At Thurstln. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $400.00

PETS ALLOWED

?S(

pnitMtcu m

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN- Across Street from Offenhauer
Furnished with full bath, stove and refrigerator. School
Year- One person Rate- $395.00. One Year- One Person
Rate- $365.00.

839 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate$460.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $395.00.

Co, onj slyi,

Accompanist warned tor
Lutheran Church in Waterville.
Interested person call 419-878-0266

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1 or 2 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices for 2 occupants.

Starting at

Tanning Visits:

a •cicran. or cm ihr (•*•" nl m. inhri ku«llv

Make JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE
your search for affordable housing!

COURT

Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Log Fireplace
•Tile Floors

so they're dangerous in that
regard."
Ferris State (9-6-5I is another
dangerous team that will enter
the ice arena this weekend. The
Bulldogs are currently ranked
19th nationally and are fresh
off a big 3-2 win over two-time
defending national champion
Denver.
"They don't stop," Paluch said.
"They wort; hard for the entire
game. With IMatt] Stefanishion,
I).in Ftiedel. and [Markl
Bomersback. they have talented
players and just a great work ethic
throughout their entire team."

Falcons
hope to win
All-Ohio no.3

We pay up to $75 per online survey
www myspendmgcash.com

tiwmtnli ihjl diwnfiKrulf. o eiwouraf* «In
hem ot tact. ML total, erred. ■IkjiMI, MKeNl

Falcons take on skilled Bulldogs

Heisman winners. Griffin won the
award in 1974-75.
After winning his Heisman.
Leinart decided to return to USC
for his senior year although he
surely would haw been among
the top players picked in last April's
draft.
As a quarterback. I cinart was in
a different boat th.ti i Hush, since
ninning backs are such a target,
with even the best at risk every
time they carry the ball. On average, running backs haw far shorter pro careers than quarterbacks.
Bush came to USC as one of the
most recruited prep players in the
country.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in
finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

SW eietoe Se • iowllng Or—n

•

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

WWW.B6NEWS.COM
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For Rent

Full' PT photographer needed. HHI
South Carolina location. Will tram
the right person, heavy photoshop
skills a plus, wkends & eves, working w the public, no sales, pay com.
w/ experience, to start ASAP. Call
Rob or Sue at 843-290-0088

3-4 Bdrm house tor rent. Close to
campus and downtown.
' Call 419-575-2683

854 8TH St.. 1 bdrm, drw. $395/mo
* elec & dep. Avail now. 9-12 mo
lease Call 419-392-3354

1

3/4 bdrm. apts. recently remodeled

Apartment lor Sublease
831 7th St. 2 bdrm.. 1 bath, heat S
AC. Pet triendly Avail, immediately
Call 419-260-2489

"
•'-'

Toledo area restaurant delivery
service now opening in BG. Now
looking tor drivers to deliver tood
trom area restaurants to homes,
businesses & hotels Vehicle, insurance. Lunch & dinner shifts with
flexible hours. 419-693-9008.

3 subleasers needed tor web co-op
house directly across from campus
on the corner of Pike & Thurston
starting ASAP Contact Lia @
419-354-8408 for more information.

A/

\/

Multiple students unrelated OVER 3
allowed Call 419-308-3525
10am-10pm 619 High St.
30 day satisfaction guaranteed
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355.
419-352-0590.
311 Ridge St.
3 bdrm house Avail Fall 2006
352-5882
4 bdrm. house. 2 car garage. W/D.
AC. 1 bIK trom campus. Starling
May or Aug. tor 06-07 school year 1
year lease 419-654-9512

For Rent

A/

For Rent

424 E Wooster. Lg 3 bdrm
Avail Fall 2006, $900 mo. util.ind.
352-5882
426 E. Wooster. Lg. 1 bdrm
Avail Fall 2006 $425 mo. INI. incl.
352-5882

A/

HOUSE STEWARD NEEDED

No cooking experience necessary
' For more information call
(550) 464-7404 and ask for
Ashley (Delta Zeta Mouse Manager)

Call now S ask about our specials
1 & 2 bedroom apts. available in serene, park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water & trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335
Clean, quiet, cozy. 1 bdrm apt. near
downtown S campus, no pets
S350 mo. & electric. 419-308-9909
FOR RENT: 2 BR, near BGSU
2 BR apt. , turn. w> cable Across
from BGSU. Avail 1st of the year
$680 mo. JBIand16@aol.com or
(415)420-1607.

&TUDSHT&

419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
Quiet Tenants Desired

DAYS INN

AZ

AZ

AZ

Fully Furnished Rooms
at competitive prices
without cost of utilities
or contracts to sign.
419-352-5211
1550 E. Wooster St.

SERVING

SINCE

GREEN MEADOW
APARTMENTS

197 2

Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only

214 NAPOLEON RD.
(419) 353-2

419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired
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_-Roman wrestling
Exactitude
So to be heard
Way down
Go along with
"Typee" sequel
Shaker contents
Pay for

10
11
12
13
21
22
26
28
29

Clay, nowadays
Grand pooh-bah
Invention origination
Actress Laura
Precipitous
"_ Were the Days''
Singer's engagement
Zilch
Word following 20A,

61 A, 11Dand35D
31 Light gas
32 Took steps

33 "Gil _"
34
35
37
41

ACROSS
1 Alum
5 Asking pnee
9 Fanatical

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9 "Luncheon
of
the
Boating Party" painter
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
27
30
33
36
38
39
40
43

130 E Washington Street
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Grad/Senior Housing
Highland Management

Call or stop in
AZ

■1
n
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Buckeye Studios
Student housing available lor 2006
Monthly/semester 8 yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
&25' TV. Call 419-352-1520.

Days: Monday-Friday
Hours: 5 30 p.m.- 730 p.m
(approximately)

1

M

brought to you by

Great _ Valley
16-ounce poet?
Retained
Revoke, once

Huge House. 4 bdrms, 4 living
rooms. W/D hookup. Avail August.
No Pets. 419-308-1191. Quiet area
Huge house. 5 bdrms. 2 baths, Lg
yard, sun porch, zoned for 5. Avail.
August. No pets. 419-308-1191.

Stocking stuffer
Lennon's Yoko
Tasty tidbits
Elegant
Accompany
Suit material
Brilliance
Connecting rooms
Brave lefty
Way off
Use a beeper
Paper quantity
Calvary letters
Buntllne or Beatty

46 Profound

47
49
51
53
55
59
61

Stir up
Actor Sharif
Slur over
Self-images
Burrowing mammal
Niamey's place
Typical TV addict
Give the ax to
Trying time
Leg segment
"Bye Bye Bye" band
Familiarize
QB Favre
Acorns, later
Will ot "The Waltons"
Designer Claiborne
Bronx nine
Great Lakes canals

64
66
67
68
69

Make changes
Batting position
Off. skill
Gdansk populace
Accent
Letters on a Gl's letter
Quadrennial yachting competition
Goat/man creatures
Ashcrott's predecessor
Director Kazan
De Mille of dance
Actress Teh

70
71
72
73

Plaster backing strip
"Angie Baby" singer
Send forth
British gun
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Houses/Apts lor 06-07 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC.
419-352-8917-532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M-F
wwwbgaoanmBntscom
Quiet tenants preferred.
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 13 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISHNCLLO'S
FR

203 N. Main
Op&n Workdays 4PM

D €UV€RV
M

«
i>5 i 5 Minimum

See our coupon menu
In the telephone directory or
about our SPECIALS!
352-5166
v plsanellos.com

• Lunch Fn • S.it • Sun

For Rent

For Rent

Retired teacher and professor will
share house. 5 bdrm. 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255/
mo. includes all utilities. Call after 7
and leave message (4191352-5523

Next School Year
3 bedrm. house, close to campus.
419-265-1061 or 419-352-4773

For Rent

Low Monthly Rentals
$375 monthly included utilities.
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract.
Please Call 419-352-5211.

163 S. Main • Bowling Green

FRESH

Nice 2 bdrm. lg living room & yard.
Quiet area.117 1/2 Ada. Avail Aug.
$475/mo. No pets. 419-308-1191.

Sublsr. needed. Univ Courts bottom
floor. 2 bdrm . 1 bath, previous tenant already paid security deposit lor
new tenant. Contact Mason Brand
419-619-1545.

Very nice 4/5 bdrm. houses.New
decor, great loc. gas. air. w/d.. lots
pkggar. Mayor Aug. 419-353-7374.

Subleaser Needed
Big. Spacious House.
$325 mo. 8 utilities. 330-701-8575

WELL MAINTAINED
2 BEDROOM APTS.
5th S 7th STREETS 352-3445

Rooms For Rent. $250 mo. incl.util.2
blocks from campus in a lg. house.
Call for more info. (419)575-4530.

Winthrop Te rrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

Nice 3+ bdrm. Lg yard. Cathedral
ceiling, attached garage. Avail Aug.
419-308-1191 No pets. $900/mo

PI

re Movies:
GUARANTEED

I

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
112 £, Washington St. ■ 418-8

• Ground floor ranch

□n

• Private entrance
• Patio

Campbell Hill Townhouses

• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

-FREE HEA1

Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 t=J
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Management Inc.
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listing!
1045 N Moin Suite ?B
ling Green, Ohio 43402

419 353 5800

All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.

into@meccabg.com

906 1NTERSIA11 DRIVF
K\lt 159 Corner of I-"5 mid Kl 334

AI.I. STADIUM SEATING
Parly room available fur birthday
partlea or •mall K""i|v
Call f«ir lnformati«»n

gfal BGSU

a Day Advance Ticket Sales
G10RY R0A0 IPS)
t 15 4 10 7 05945
CHRONICLES OF NARKIA: THE LION. THE
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE 1K1I 00 4 00 7 20
THE FAMILY STONE (P0-I3I
I 30 7 00
HOODWINKEDim 1003:00 5 00 7 00915
RUMOR HAS IT IfC-ill
4 009:30
LAST HOLIDAY(PO-13) 1304207159:50
TRISTAN » ISOLOElMUJH 404:25 7:10955
H0STEL|R|
1053155307451000
GRANDMA'S B0Y|«| 1 00 3 10 5 20 7 35 9:55
THE RINGER IPO-Ill
115 3 45 7109:30
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN 2 |P0|
1003:15
7 009:20
FUN WITH DICIU JANE IP6-11I 1 003 10
520 7 309 40
KING KONG IPS-111
1 00 4 50 8 50

HIRING
•TOUR

GUIDES* Tj||l||

U.1: 1 > ,
Show prospective students what's offered ot BGSU

AEON FLUXIPC 13,

5 20 7 30 9 40

Become involved ot BGSU

WMITHEUIKtPS-11)
4 00 7:00940
THE LEGEND OF 20RR0 |P0) 4 00 7 00 9 30
FLIOHTPUII(F»-U|

510 7 209:30

JUST LIKE HEAVEN (PS-Ill

5007:109:10

2ATHURA(Pi)

500710920

apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

Spread your excitement lor BGSU

MOWlAY THIH5DAY U I SMI"* UI SHOWMi.Jo
mPAY-SI.'WDAYAJl SEATS. AU. WOWSW.50

UOMcfoll • (419) 37MM*

-

« '■■•
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ApplicJI:OM Available In Office of Admission*

The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom
townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available

t *m

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com

